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the entire print shop at a glance Everybody’s talking about it, but what does digitization of the printing industry mean? And what will it offer? An initial look at the Heidelberg Assistant concept study shows where things are heading. The new information and service portal offers easy access to all of a print shop’s key service, contract and performance data – including direct support for service queries. And that’s just the tip of the iceberg.
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More benefits thanks to big data



w



e all want to be healthy and, ideally, slim and effective too, as everyday life makes numerous demands on us. Apps are increasingly telling us exactly what we need to do to achieve these aims. Using a fitness wristband, they measure all the key parameters, process them in a smart format and recommend what food we should be eating or whether we should run another lap. And all this is completely personalized and in real time. Anyone wanting to can also share their performance data with others in social networks and see how they compare. These apps already have millions of followers and this in itself shows that digital data is extremely useful once it makes complex information easy to understand and offers clear added value. It’s also true that the more data is available, the more informative it is.



shared database Customers need a standardized inventory list where all machines can be found at any time. The Heidelberg Assistant offers this, and thus shortens the coordination process with Heidelberg, as both sides are using the same database. Customers can add machines, rename them to fit in with their internal management system and also integrate them into this.



performance analysis and consulting Customers have access to the wealth of data from the Heidelberg cloud. They can thus see their own performance parameters such as auxiliary times, makeready times and paper waste at a glance, make anonymous comparisons of productivity rates with comparable machines from other print shops and measure the success of optimization measures.



Digital cockpit with all-round view This technology for the body can also be adapted to companies. After all, they, too, are faced with fundamental everyday questions such as how productive is my print shop, when is the next service, what services do I use and how effective are my new configurations? Answers to these questions are provided by the Heidelberg Assistant, a portal that is much more than just a type of fitness app for print shops. This application for PCs, smartphones and tablets gives users personalized access to their company’s key parameters, service contracts and services. The Heidelberg Assistant also provides a gateway to a wide variety of Heidelberg products and services. “The portal enables us to offer our customers maximum transparency and end-to-end support for their entire print shop operations – this is unique in the industry,” says Ulrich Köhler, who is in charge of SystemService at Heidelberg, USA. The portal delivers a whole host of useful information that is available in tile format via the start screen. For example, in the four areas of print shop overview, administration, shopping and support, customers can find a view of all the installed machines and the associated service contracts. Users are notified immediately when a Prinect software update is available, which can then be downloaded and installed directly. And if inks or other consumables are running low, the intelligent system lists the relevant materials for reordering in the eShop.



When it comes to performance and maintenance, what applies to fitness apps is also true of the Heidelberg Assistant – the benefits for the individual user increase in line with the volume of data. Every machine that feeds into the Heidelberg data network improves the accuracy of forecasts. A good example of this is Remote Services – print shops that monitor their machines using Predictive Monitoring benefit from the fact that the status of connected equipment is displayed via the Heidelberg Assistant and unscheduled machine downtimes are eliminated before they occur. The portal doesn’t just display the emerging faults – the service team also suggests appropriate measures to customers. “Working with the Heidelberg Assistant, we can now respond even faster because all maintenance inquiries received by the service team are allocated to a contact. For the first time, machine service reports can now also be seen by customers. This delivers greater transparency,” explains Köhler. This greater proximity to customers is naturally no accident. The Heidelberg Assistant project team is committed to creating a complete, scalable portal that is also as userfriendly as possible when used on the move.



no more lost invoices In the administrative area, Heidelberg provides all contract data agreed with customers and saves invoices and ordering processes electronically.



Heidelberg customers were first quizzed about their everyday business needs. Only after these details had been recorded did the search move on to finding a suitable means of processing all the information from the Heidelberg cloud, containing data records from over 10,000 installed machines and
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“THIS IS UNIQUE IN THE INDUSTRY.”



knowledge on demand The Knowledge Base contains accumulated expertise relating to Heidelberg machines. It offers information on specific print applications and instructions for changing a filter, for example. The Knowledge Base also has countless useful tips and advice.



true added value if data is used correctly. This calls for time and know-how, and Heidelberg brings both to print shops as part of the Performance Plus service, for instance. The Heidelberg Assistant’s role as a personalized information and service portal in reflecting the spirit of the digital age is shown by its success at the Digital Leader Awards 2016. The portal impressed the panel of judges in Berlin with its cross-functional digitization strategy. The Heidelberg Assistant also proved popular among interested testers and customers at the recent drupa trade show in Düsseldorf: “People were fascinated by the idea of walking through the print shop with a tablet in their hand and tracking all processes,” recalls Köhler. If the pilot tests are successful, the first customers will be able to share this enjoyment in summer 2017.



ulrich köhler



Senior Vice President SystemService Heidelberg USA



predictive monitoring Predictive monitoring centers on predictive detection of machine malfunctions and timely planning of countermeasures. The reports get sent to the service area, while the Heidelberg Assistant provides information on the status and responsible contact at Heidelberg. The customer and Heidelberg Service decide collectively what measures are to be performed and with what priority, to prevent unscheduled downtimes.



smarter service What servicing is due? Who is carrying it out? What’s the right spare part? The Heidelberg Assistant provides answers to all these questions. The status and contact for a service query can be called up at any time. To simplify spare part identification, smartphone images of the required part can also be attached to the order in the portal.



15,000 software products. The Heidelberg Assistant provides users with this data for comprehensive analyses. However, intensive discussions with customers prior to development showed they wanted more. “In terms of big data, we thought detailed analyses and benchmarks would be right at the top of the wish list,” explains Köhler. The reality looks somewhat more complex, even though data comparisons undoubtedly play a key role in boosting machine availability and productivity. “As well as transparency, discussions with our customers revealed a particular need for personal service and collaboration,” says Köhler. In other words, figures pure and simple, as generated in abundance by big data, are no longer enough. Print shops only benefit from



smarter shopping The new eShop from Heidelberg, which is available in 27 countries for sourcing consumables, offers even more in conjunction with the Heidelberg Assistant. Customers aren’t just given product suggestions optimized for their portfolios – they can also be sent timely reminders when reordering is required based on known delivery times and current consumption levels.
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